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Superconducting phases in the presence of Coulomb interaction:
From weak to strong correlations
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~Received 18 May 1998; revised manuscript received 8 September 1998!

We study the evolution of the superconducting phases in a model with competing short-range attractive~W!
and on-site repulsive~U! interactions. The influence of the correlations on the phase diagram ofs- andd-wave
superconductors is studied by means of various approximations. The knowledge of the normal state correlation
effects allows the tracking of the influence ofU on the superconductivity in correlated systems. We have found
the qualitatively different response of the superconducting phases in systems withW,Ucr , when the system
ceases to superconduct for large enoughU, and in the limit of strongW.Ucr , when the system remains
superconducting for arbitrarily largeU. @S0163-1829~99!07701-2#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The discovery of the high-temperature superconduct1

has raised a question of the operating mechanism of su
conductivity. Anderson2 was the first to propose that th
single band repulsive Hubbard model in the largeU limit is
a proper model to describe the normal and superconduc
state of the materials. Subsequent analytical3,4 and
numerical5,6 studies led to contradicting results concerni
the possibility of superconducting order out of purely rep
sive interactions. The fluctuation exchange~FLEX! theory7

leads to the sizableTc for reasonably large electron repulsio
and also to the agreement with some experimental result
high-temperature superconductors.8 In this work we shall not
take this direct contribution of on-siteU term to the pairing
and concentrate on the normal state modifications due toU.

The experimental data on the high-Tc superconductors
seem to support applicability of the models with both rep
sive and attractive interactions.9 The simplest such model i
the extended Hubbard model with on-site repulsion and
tersite attraction. Its Hamiltonian can be written as

H5(
i j s

t i j cis
† cj s1U(

i
ni↑ni↓1

1

2 (
i , j ,s,s8

Wi j nisnj s8

2m(
is

nis . ~1!

Here cis
† (cis) is the creation~annihilation! operator for a

spin s electron at sitei, t i j 52t is the amplitude of an elec
tron to hop from sitej to its nearest neighbor sitei , m
denotes the chemical potential.U.0 is the repulsive inter-
action between opposite spin electrons at a given site, w
Wi j 52uWu is the attraction between two electrons seating
neighboring sites.

Competition between the interactions leads to interes
phase diagram of the model. Depending on the parame
one finds magnetic, superconducting, and charge ord
phases.10 In this work we shall be interested in evolutio
with increasingU of the superconducting phases only. W
shall use Hartree-Fock approximation, second order per
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bation theory~SOPT!, Hubbard’s alloy analogy approxima
tion, and the expansion around the exact, atomic limit so
tion of the model.

It turns out that the response of thed-wave superconduct
ing state to the increase ofU is qualitatively different de-
pending whether the attractive interactionuWu is smaller or
larger thanUcr , which marks the appearance of the gap
normal state spectrum.

II. THE THEORY

The off-diagonal part of the self-energy matrixDk , which
is the order parameter of a spin singlet pairing, is evalua
in the mean-field approximation and written as11,12

Dk52
1

bN(
q

~U1Wk2q! (
n52`

1`
Dq

uGN
s~k,ivn!u221~Dq!2

,

~2!

whereGN
s(k,ivn) is the normal state Green’s function,ivn

5(2n11)p ib21 are fermionic Matsubara frequencies, a
b5(kBT)21 is the inverse temperature.

We take the functionGN
s(k,ivn) in the standard form12

GN
s(k,ivn)5@ ivn2jk1m̃2Sk

s( ivn)#21, where jk
s5«k

1(qWk2q^nqs& and m̃5m2zWn (z is the coordination
number,W denotes amplitude, andWk the Fourier transform
of Wi j ). In the following we shall neglect small modifica
tions of the normal state spectrum due to the Fock te
Sk

s( ivn) is the frequency and wave-vector-dependent n
mal state self-energy. It incorporates the effects ofU which
influences the superconducting state via Eq.~2!.

To close the system of equations one has to express
chemical potentialm through the carrier concentrationn. It is
given by the equation

n5 lim
d→01

1

N(
q,s

1

b (
n52`

1`

GN
s~k,ivn!exp~ ivnd!. ~3!

We have assumed spin singlet pairing. The orbital phase
interest in the context of high-temperature superconduc
ares wave, extendeds wave, andd wave. The experimenta
173 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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data seem to converge and it is believed that in these m
rials the order parameter has thed-wave symmetry.13 Thus
we shall be mainly interested in the influence of correlatio
on this symmetry phase.

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

For a purpose of numerical illustration we have assum
the electron spectrum corresponding to two-dimensio
tight binding dispersion. This spectrum possesses the
Hove singularity in the center of the band. This feature h
recently been argued14 to play the important role in the de
scription of high-temperature superconductors. It does
play a crucial role in the present work except of increas
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the value of the density of states for some band fillings. T
band widthD58t is taken below as the unit of energy.

Various approximations for the normal state self-ene
can and have been employed here for studying the effec
U on the superconducting phases.

~1! We start with the Hartree-Fock~HF! approximation,
which leads toSs( ivn)5Un2s . The effect ofU on super-
conducting phases in this approximation has been stu
previously10 very carefully. We thus only mention that ther
is no influence ofU on thed-wave superconducting phase
this approximation.

~2! For elevated values ofU the second order perturbatio
theory ~SOPT! is a much more reliable approximation.
allows for larger values ofU. The self-energy reads15
Ss
SOPT~k,ivn!5Un2s1S U

ND 2

(
p,q

f ~jk1q
s ! f ~jp2q

2s !@12 f ~jp
2s!#1@12 f ~jk1q

s !#@12 f ~jp2q
2s !# f ~jp

2s!

ivn2Un2s2jk1q
s 2jp2q

2s 1jp
2s

. ~4!
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In order to solve the gap equation~2! together with Eq.~3!
we simplify further the self-energy by replacing the fu
wave-vector-dependent expression, Eq.~4!, by k-averaged
value. This is equivalent to the so-called ‘‘loc
approximation.’’16

Figure 1 collects the results obtained in this approxim
tion for d-wave superconducting state. One can see a des
tive effect ofU on thed-wave superconductivity, particularl
so nearn51.

~3! Alloy analogy approximation~AAA !. This approxi-
mation which has been proposed by Hubbard and whic
known17 to be equivalent to the coherent potential appro
mation preserves at least the first six moments of the den
of states in the normal phase and is thus superior to
previous one. It is an interpolation scheme which has cor
limits at small and large values ofU.

For the paramagnetic systemn↑5n↓5n/2 the self-energy
is calculated from the following set of self-consistent equ
tions:

~12n/2!S~z!

11S~z!F~z!
1

~n/2!@U2S~z!#

12@U2S~z!#F~z!
50, ~5!

FIG. 1. Tc
(d) vs n for W520.2 and several values ofU. The

on-site correlations are treated within the SOPT. HF approxima
corresponds to theU50.0 curve.
-
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F~z!5
1

N(
k

1

z2jk1m̃2S~z!
. ~6!

In this approach the gap develops in the normal state s
trum for elevated values ofU ~i.e., for U.Ucr;0.5D).

In Fig. 2 we show the dependence of thed-wave super-
conducting transition temperature on the carrier concen
tion n (n,1) for the attractive interactionW520.2D and
few values of electron repulsion. Note the strong destruc
effect of U on superconducting state. Inspection of Fig.
shows that for these parameters the normal state densi
states consists of the single band with the smeared Van H
singularity. In this case there is a strong competition betw
attractive and repulsive interactions and for (U>uWu) the
repulsion leads to a disappearance of superconducting o
for any value of carrier concentration.

Qualitatively different behavior is observed~see Fig. 3!
for larger values ofuWu (uWu.Ucr). In this case there exist
a range of carrier concentrations~centered roughly around
n50.5) for whichd-wave superconducting state remains
tact for arbitrarily large values ofU. Figure 3 illustrates the

n
FIG. 2. Tc(n) of the d-wave superconductor obtained in th

AAA for pairing potential W520.2. Superconductivity is de
stroyed by strong enough repulsionU.
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evolution of thed-wave superconducting phase with increa
ing U and going from weak to strong correlations. In th
parameter range the normal state has a band gap du
strong on-site repulsion. The main effect ofU is thus con-
nected with the modification of the spectrum which develo
a gap of magnitude'U. The attractive interactionuWu, op-
erating inside each of the subbands, is responsible for
pairing of electrons from the same subband. For less t
half-filled band (n,1) the doubly occupied sites are effe
tively decoupled from the system and this explains an e
dent independence of the phase diagram onU for largeU.

~4! Expansion around the atomic limit~Hubbard I ap-
proximation!. The model~1! with t i j 50 andWi j 50 can be
solved exactly. To this end one considers the local part of
Hamiltonian, i.e., H loc52m( i ,sni ,s1U( ini↑ni ,↓ . The
~atomic! single particle Green’s function is given exactly b

Gii
s~v!5

12^ni ,2s&
v1m

1
^ni ,2s&

v2U1m
[@v1m2S loc

s ~v!#21.

~7!

The kinetic hopping processes are then treated in a pertu
tive manner18 ~see also Ref. 19 for systematic improvemen!
and one findsGi j

s (v) which when transformed to the Fourie
space is characterized by two real poles, i.e., it has a fo

Gs~k,v!5
1

v1m̃2jk
s2S loc

s ~v!
[

A~1!
s

v1m̃2E~1!
s ~k!

1
A~2!

s

v1m̃2E~2!
s ~k!

. ~8!

In this approach theU term is treated exactly. The method
expected to describe the physics of the model more relia
than usual mean field theory, particularly for large and int
mediate values ofU.

In Fig. 4 we show the band filling dependence of t
transition temperature of thes- andd-wave symmetry super
conductor. We have takenW520.2D. One can see that th
d-wave superconductivity persists over some range ofn for

FIG. 3. The same as in Fig. 2 but forW520.6 (uWu.Ucr).
Even the infinitely strongU does not destroy superconducting pha
completely.
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arbitrarily strong correlations. The same is true for other v
ues of attraction. A lack of the critical value ofW below
which strong enough correlations destroy superconducti
is due to the fact that one gets a gap in the single part
spectrum even for arbitrarily small but nonzero value ofU.
Thus these results have to be compared with those obta
in previous approximation forU.Ucr . Indeed, for elevated
values ofU both approximations lead to qualitatively simila
behavior. It is worth to note that in theU→` limit this
approximation is identical to the decoupling scheme for
Hubbard operators20 used previously.

Three of the above discussed approximations lead to
tually the same results for the transition temperatureTc

(s) .
One can note the asymmetry between electron doped~low n
ands-wave! and hole doped~largen andd-wave phase! su-
perconductors.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have analyzed thes- andd-wave super-
conducting phases of the extended Hubbard model~1! with
the competing attractive and repulsive interactions negl
ing all other possible instabilities of the model. We ha
started with the weak correlations and second order per
bation theory and found that an increasingU weakens super-
conductivity, particularly nearn51. Similar behavior is ob-
tained within the alloy analogy approximation provided t
attraction is weak. Large correlations have been found
completely destroy the superconductivity in this case. T
interesting behavior has been noticed for attractive for
bigger than some critical value. In such a case there exis
range of densities for which the system remains superc
ducting ~with d-wave symmetry of the order parameter! no
matter how strong the correlations are. We have identifi
this critical value as being roughly equal to the value ofU,
for which there appears a gap in the single particle densit
states. This also explains why one evidently does not
such a critical value of attraction in the Hubbard I appro
mation. In this approximation there is a gap in the spectr
even for arbitrarily smallU and thusUcr50 and one virtu-

FIG. 4. Tc
(s) and Tc

(d) vs n obtained within the Hubbard I ap
proximation.
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ally always ends up in the ‘‘strong attraction’’ limituWu
.Ucr50 regime. The degradation of superconductivity d
to correlations in systems with weak attraction and its robu
ness againstU in systems in which attraction exceeds som
critical value is an interesting effect worth studying with
t,

E

e
t-

help of better controlled approximations with respect to b
interactionsU andW.
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